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ABSTRACT 
The main purpose of +&s research was to compare the rate of body chezking injuries 
between two Provinces that introduce body checking at Werent ages (age 12 versus 14). 
Three teams fiom Ontario (body checking introduced at age 12) and three teams nom 
Quebec (body checkhg introduced at age 14) were used in each of the 10 and 1 1, 12 and 
13, and 14 and 15 year old Ievels. A total simple of 294 players were hvolved in the study 
for one fidi hockey seeson, fiom August of 1993 to Apd of 1994. 
A cornparison of the Merent aga led to the conclusion tbat whenmer body checkhg is 
introduced, it si@- hcreases the rate of injury per piayer. A cornparison between a 
tepresartative samp1e of players in Ontano and Qu&x for the increase in injury rates did not 
result in statistical sigpincanw and therefore it can be conduded that introduCmg body checking 
at the 12 and 13 , or the 14 and 15 year old age ievel does ciiffies stahtically. 
It was fomd that those who were injured h m  checkhg demo~l~trated a s igni f idy  lower 
body weight. Based on the bdings of this study, the maj~rity of body checking injuries are 
bruises which resuit in a considerabie amount of pain and discornfort to the injureci piayer, but do 
not generally keep the piayer out of game action 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction 
The f h t  known ice hockey game was played in the harbour of Kingston, Ontario on 
Christmas Day in 1855. The participants, the Royal Canadian Rifles, used field hockey sticks, 
a lacrosse ball, and ice skates spapped to the base of their boots. The first organized or 
sandoned cornpetition occurred in Montreai in 1879. Written rules were consaucted and in 
1890, the Ontario Hockey Association, the parent of di hockey organizations, was formed in 
Toronto and the game rapidIy spread across Canada (Mogan, IWO). 
l Today, ice hockey îs often viewed as one of the fastest (Axtman, 1989; Hayes, 1975; 
Sproule, 1988) and most violent sports in the world (Bancroft, 1993; Mogan, 1990; Sim, 
Shonent, Mdton, & Lehn, 1987), -with a reputation for roughness and physical risk (Bernard, 
Tnidel, Marcotte, & Boileau, 1993). According to Sim and Chao (1 W8), hockey is a game 
played with clubs (hockey sticks), bives (skates), and buiiets (pucks). 
Sutherland (1976) reportai that hockey is not a game of stops and starts as the player 
does not aop in order to change dilection, but simpiy leans into a tum. It was noted by Sim 
et d. (1987) that the player who is able to obtain mawnal skating speed in the shortest 
possible time has a tremendous asset. Hayes (1972) indicated that many senior players skate 
in excess of 48 bnm, and Sim et al. found the skating velocities were more than 32 km/h even 
for 12 and 13 year old Pee Wee players. 
The hockey pu& 6 oz of hard rubber, m w e s  7.6 cm in diameter and 2.5 cm in 
thickness (Bancroft, 1 993). The puck can reach velocities of up to 1 92 k .  in professional 
hockey, 144 kmm in senior recreatiod, and more than 80 lrmm in hockey played by 12 and 
13 year olds @dy, Sbn, & Simonet, 1990). Sticks, currentiy made of wood, fibergiass, 
aluminium, or graphite composite, were observed by Sim and Chao (1978) to reach angular 
velocities of20 to 40 radsec. niis equates to 100 to 200 kmh assuming there is 1.4 m fiorn 
stick centre of rotation to puck contact (Daly et al., 1990). 
Continuous acceleration and giiding is penomed on an ice surface of two basic 
configurations: the Noah Amencan sufice with tight corners and dimensions of 26 by 6 1 m, 
and the European Surface with larger radius corners and larger dimensions of 30 by 60 m 
Qeating & Norris, 1993). The surfàce is enclosed by immovable wooden boards siightly 
higher than one metre with upward glass sections. The jce s h c e  rnay be large, but when 10 
players and two goaitenders are on the ice at one time, the ice surface is often not big enough 
to escape fiom the opposition. Stuart, Smith, Nieva, and Rock (1995) explain that the 
"potential for injury is due to speed, body contact, and unique equipment including skates, 
sticks, and the puck - factors thaî become more dangerous as players become bigger, stronger 
and fastef' (p. 350). 
Most players fkom 12 years of age to professional have a ruiing to aliow body 
checking with another player. In 1980, the Canadian Amatuer Hockey Association (CAHA) 
announced a nationai ruiing that banned body checking in the Pee Wee division which, at this 
time, was played by 11 to 12 year olds. In 1985, the age classifications were changed and Pee 
Wee was inaeased nom 11 and 12 to 12 and 13 yean old. With the new age classification, 
the no body checking nile was recunsidered. The decision was made to introduce body 
checkhg at age 12 within the C m  and the d e  went into e E i  for the 1985-86 season 
This new d g  brought about concern in some Provinces and after some serious 
consideration, the Quebec Ice Hockey Federation (QIEE) decided to disregard the ruiing. 
This Federation applied pressure for the CAHA to foliow, but the national organization 
refùsed to change the niling (Roy, Bernard, Roy, & Marcotte, 1989). As a remit, body 
checking is inaoduced at age 12 in Ontario. but poaponed to age 14 in Quebec. 
-ose 
The main purpose of this research was to compare the rate of body checking injuries 
between two Provinces that introduce body checking at differmt ages (age 12 versus age 14). 
This research identifiecl the physical characteristics of players and the position of individuals 
most likely to be injured fkom body checkhg or to initiate a body check which could lead to 
an injury. This research created a profle of the types of injuries caused by body checking, and 
idenfifieci when these injuries were moa likely to occur in respect to time of season, tirne 
during the game, and type of game. 
Hmotheses 
It was hypotheswd that introduchg body checking at a later age and level of 
experience would resuit in a significantly higher rate of player injury. Research indicates that 
a great variation in physical size exists with 14 and 15 year old boys and they are signdïcantly 
heavier than younger boys. Furthexmore, skating is a learned hdamentd skiu in the game of 
ice hockey. Since the amount of force produced depends on mass and skating speed, older 
players should be capable of producing a greater amount of impact with disions. 
It was also hypothesued that lighter individuais are at greater risk of obtaining 
significantly more injuries due to body checkhg than heavier players. Light individuals are 
more vulnerable to impact injuries due to force produced by a heavy players. It was 
hypotheswd that forwards are signincantly srnalier than defencemen, and for this same 
reason, they will receive significantly more body checking injuries. 
Rationde for the Studv 
Tom Nease (personal communication, February, 1992) from the federal govement's 
Fair Play Commission noted that registration for children entering hockey was at an d-time 
hi@. When examinùig the CAHA statistics for the past ten years (Appendix A), one notices 
thM Ontario increased registration by 13,856 maie, and 8,17 1 femaie players. In the 1995-96 
hockey season, measures reveaied that there were 30,645 registered male hockey teams, 
accounting for 482,987 players. In Ontario, there were 12,132 registered teams with an 
a86liation of 176,847 players (Appendix B). 
When examining the various levels of play nationally (Appendix B), it is noticed that 
registration continues to increase und age 10 and 11 (Atom), and then the number of players 
registered starts to decrease. This statistic reveals that a large number of children are quitting 
hockey before the age of 12. In a study conduaed by the CAH& Moro (1990) noted that 
the primary reason for players dropping out of hockey was codlïcting activities. A 1989 
survey in the Alberta Amateur Hockey Association (AAHA) found that the p h a r y  r-n 
was cost, followed by body contact, and perceived poor coaching. Lovering (1992) reveals 
that offerhg one type of hockey with body checking, and another without, has directly 
attributed to the decline ofregisaation. Some players would rather quit than play without 
body checking, which is what they persody feel, an idierior brand of hockey. 
Injuries sustained when playen are in their eariy teens rnay affect them for the rest of 
their iives. At this stage of growth and development, puberty often accounts for great 
differences in height, weight, and strength. Contact sports increase the risk of senous 
accidents for individuais in the growth stage. Injuries involving the growth plate, for example, 
rnay cause permanent growth impairment and have senous Iifelong consequences (Regnier et 
ai., 1989; B w  Leonard, Pheley, & Roberts, 1992; Lovering, 1992). 
Past studies indicate that body checkhg accounts for the majority of aii injuries 
(Bernard et ai., 1993; Brust et al., 1992; Hayes, 1975; Lorentzon, Wedrèn, & P i d k  1988; 
McKnight, Ferrara, & Czeminska, 1992; Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Recreation, 1990; 
OSMSAB, 1987; Pelletier, Montelpare, & Stark 1993; Regnier et ai., 1989; Rieily, 1982; Roy 
et al., 1989; Sim & Chao, 1978; Shiart & Smith, 1995; Tator & Edmonds, 1384; Tator, 
Edmonds, & Lapczak, 1993). Regnier et ai. (1989) recorded that 88% of 25 fkctures at the 
12 and 13 year old level were related to body checking. In 1992, Caigary Minor Hockey 
concludeci that 40% of the 149 injuries recorded were caused by body checking. FinaDy, 
Bemard et al. (1993) reported that body checkhg causeci 46% of ali minor injuries, and 75% 
ofali major injuries, during two seasons at the 14 and 15 year old age level. 
Past stuclies have shown that injury rates are higher in leagues perrnitting body 
checking versus those without checking (Ontario Mh&y of Tourism and Recreation, 1990; 
OSMSAB, 1987; Regnier et al., 1989; Roy et ai., 1989). The Ontario Ministry of Tourkm 
and Recreation (1990) also found that the injury rate was more than twice as high for 
Representative teams than for House league teams. These studies, however, did not use a 
matched cornparison sample. In neglecting to do so, these studies compared two dxerent 
Leagues which did not have the sarne talent level. Moreover, the stature of the players 
involved in injuries is not known. As recent as 1995, Stuan et al. recommended that hture 
studies must begin to idem* which players are at added risk of sustainhg injuries and which 
phyen are at added N k  of causing them to others. 
In 1986, the Ontario Sport Medicine and Safety Advisory Board (OSMSAB) 
established the Hockey Injuries and Safety Review Cornmittee as  a resuit of increased public 
concem about injuries in hockey. The Cornmittee challenged the govenunent to recognise 
and accept hockey as an important pan of community life in every region of Ontario. They 
suggested that the govemment shouid support efforts of dedicated individuals and specific 
orgmkitions who are atîempting to re-establish the tme spirit and intent of the game 
(OSMSAB Vol. 1, 1987). On Januiiry 13, 1987, the W s t e r  of Tourism and Recreation 
anaounceci initiatives to begin to build an environment in Ontario in which safety would 
becorne an integral part of amateur spoq fitness, and recreation (OSMSAB Vol. 1, 1987). 
The current study questionai whether the Merence in body size, the age when body 
checking was introduced, or a combination of both were associated with the large number of 
body checking injuries in minor hockey. This research was valuable as the findings from a 
study of this magnitude may eventudy lead to d e  adaptations, which may result in decreased 
incidence of injury. 
Definition of Terms 
Body Ch& A legal separation of the puck carrier fiom the puck by physicai contact whkh 
is aliowed in aii areas of the ice and may occur while travelling in opposite directions 
(Canadian Amatuer Hockey Association Coaching Cornmittee, 199 1). 
Body Contact: Contact which results fiom movement of the puck carrier, but not including 
action where the puck carrier is pushed, checked or shoved into the boards (Canadian 
Amatuer Hockey Association Coaching Committee, 199 1). 
Injwy: A disability, trauma or disorder that is ice hockey related which causes a change in the 
normal. healthy state of an individual and requires medical attention fiom a trainer 
and/or-medical doctor (adapteci fiom Bnist et al., 1992; Hayes, 1975, 1978; Manton 
& Bishop, 1987). 
Injury Rate: "In order for a count to be descriptive of a group it must be seen in proportion to 
it; ie., it m u t  be divided by the total number in the group" ( F r i e d u .  1980, p.9). He 
added that certain h d s  of proportions are oftm refend to as rates. Injwy rate, for 
the purpose of this researcb, is represented by the number of injuries per person per 
season It may also be referred to as injuy incidence rate per season. 
Limitations 
Arena: It was assumed that the teams aii played in the exact same conditions with regards to 
the arena (Le. quaiity and type of ice, the size of the ice surface, the design of boards, 
nets and glass). 
Data collection: Since this study involved hockey teams across two Provinces, it was not 
feasible for the injuries to be recorded by the same individual. Hence, an hjury Report 
Form (Appendix C) was distributed and data collection depended entirely on the 
woperation and accuracy of the waching staE 
Definition of a body check: Body contact may have been confused by some recorden for body 
checking which wodd affect data coilection. 
Dennition of an injury: It is difncult to compare past epidemioiogical studies as there is no one 
accepted definition of a hockey injury (Canadian Academy of Sports Medicine, 1991; 
DaIy et ai., 1990; Giider & Grogan, 1993; Mogan, 1990; Stuart & Smith, 1995; Stuart 
et ai., 1995). The fact that an injury is defined differently by sorne recorden may have 
posed problems. 
Equipment: Both quantity and quality of equipment wom by the players was assumai to be 
equd* 
Measure of severity: This variable partialiy involved a subjective measure fkom the coachhg 
staffaccounting for how much pain and discodort was experienced by the player at 
the time of the injury. 
Medical treatment: It was assumed ali teams had the same availability and q d t y  of 
immediate treatment by means of a certified traher. 
Philosophy: Since alI teams were of the same d b r e ,  it was assumed that the philosophies, 
attitudes, and styles of aU parents, coaches, and trainers were equivalent between the 
two Provinces- 
Reporting of injuries: Dedicated and determined players at the highest dïbre of minor hockey 
may not have reportai an injury to the coaching staff in fea. of it affecthg their playing 
tirne. 
Warm-up: To prevent an injury, it was assumed al1 teams had the same duration to warm-up 
and properiy stretch appropriate muscles before a wntest. 
Delimitations 
AU teams were selected fiom the highest calibre of hockey in Ontario and Quebec in 
order to have teams as equaily matched as possible in regards to the talent Ievei, and thus, 
intensity of games. This study was restricted to children ranging h m  I O  to 15 years of age as 
of December 3 1, 1992. The sample used âpproXtely 100 male hockey players at each of 
the 10 and 1 l 12 and 13, and 14 and 15 year old age classifications. 
Observations were delimited to games iiom August 1993 to Apd 1994, and recurding 
began once the entire team had been selected. Teams were selected to participate in the study 
ifthey played a minimum of 60 games, but not more than 75 games. Recorded injuries were 
those obtained only fiom ice hockey, or ice hockey related participation during game play. 
Communication was restricted to the English language for this study. 
CHAPTERTWO 
Review of Related Literature 
In the 1989 Manual of Operations for the Ontario Minor Hockey Association 
(OMHA), it was stated that "now the 'Largest Minor Hockey Organuiation in the Worid' is 
the result of many years of hard work by men sincerely interested in the w e k e  of the boys in 
Ontario, and in- the game of Hockey, Canada's National Winter Sport" (OMHA Manuai of 
Operations, 1989, p. 6). Although in 1867 lacrosse was named Canada's nationai sport, 
hockey was born in Canada, nurtured here, and has grown here (Sutherland. 1976). Gilbert, 
Gingras, and Trudel(1995) used the analogy that ifbasebaii is America's pastirne, hockey is 
its counterpart in Canada. Hockey bas now grown so much and gained such popularity that 
many, including the OMHA and Sprode (1988), refer to it as Canada's national sport. 
In spite of this tremendous popdanty among Canadiaas, hockey has, and continues to 
have problems. It is important to report what has happened in regards to body checkhg d e s  
in our country over the past few Yeats. This review of literature explains the background to 
this controversiai issue, information about growth spurts of boys during puberty, and the 
eEects this has on the sport and related nilings. This review will ais0 compile inComation on 
body checkhg injuries in respect to when they happen, and who is getting injured. 
Historical Backmound of Bodv Checkina in Canada 
In 1980, the CAHA announced a niling that batllled body checkhg in the Pee Wee 
division which, at this t h e ,  was played by 11 to 12 year old playen. Regnier et al. (1989) 
outlined that the following were the main arguments in favour of the m g :  (a) leaming of 
techical skjils is hindered due to fear of being hurt f?om a body check; @) danger of injuries 
is increased due to major differences in height, weight, and skiiis; (c) the presence of larger 
players creates fear and discourages srnalier players nom participating; and (d) coaches do not 
possess the knowiedge, nor have the t h e  necessary to teach the skili of body checking. 
Ln 1985, the CAHA raised ali age groups by one year making Pee Wee the present 12 
and 13 year old category. With this new age classification, the no body checking d e  was 
reconsidered. The decision was made to pennit checking at the 12 and 13 year old level and 
the d e  went into effm for the 1985.86 season 
A continuous process for hockey authorities, researchers, and the public has been to 
try and improve player s a f i  (Sim & Simonet, 1988; Sullivan 1990; Watson, Singer, & 
Sproule, 1996). As a resuit of increased public wncern mounding injuries in hockey, the 
OSMSAB established the Hockey Injuries and Safiety Review Cornmittee in 1986. Reports 
received by this Conmittee addresseci the need to 'clean up' the game, and make it 'safer for 
kids to play'. Most Cnticism related to delierate acts of intimidation, aggressive use of the 
stick, and excessive body contact which were viewed as tactics which were becoming an 
acceptable part of amateur hockey. Before the cornmittee was even formed, the OSMSAB 
received a letter signed by more than 300 parents, coaches, and players, saying that permissive 
body contact had a negative effect on the development of life skih and positive attitudes by 
young people. One of the main issues iüustrated Erom the group's conceni was that "the 
adjustments in CAHA age groupings exposed younger hockey players to body contact before 
they were physidy and mentally prepared; this increased the rïsk of injury to s d e r  boys 
who lack physical strength and, possibly the technicd skiUs to wmpete on equai tems with 
bigger boys" (OSMSAB Vol.2, 1987, p. 99). 
Michel Smith (as cited in OSMSAB Vo1.2, 1987) of York University informed the 
Hockey Injuries and Safety Revïew Cornmittee about kinds of violent behaviour. They range 
on a scale of legitimacy nom acts within the d e s  of a partidar sport, to acts that are clearly 
ahinai. One of these latter kuids of behaviour, accordhg to Smith, is bmtai body contact. 
He revealed that characteristics ofthis behaviour are: (a) generaly accepted within the d e s  
of play, @) the-most fiequent fomi of violent behaviow, and (c) can r e d t  in considerable 
damage to the body (OSMSAB Vo1.2, 1987). 
If body contact is taken beyond what is requked to play effectively, it begins to take 
on a life of its own. One of these costs, Smith (as cited in OSMSAB Vo1.2, 1987) exphed, 
is an inevitable increase in the rate ofinjuries. He concluded tint "while violence may not - 
figure quite as strongly as accidents in producing injuries, research strongly suggests thaî 
brutal body contact...greatly increase the probability of injuries'' (p. 102). 
When the CAHA introduced body checkhg at age 12 in 1985, it was questioned by 
the province of Quebec because of the dangers that are present when players of Werent sizes 
engage in body checking (Roy et al., 1989). FoUowing the results of several studies (which 
were supported by the Quebec Sport Sdety Board), the QIHF eventually decided to disregard 
the niling. These studies Uivestigated Merences in anthropometric and biomechanid 
parameter& and compareci incidence and type of injuries obtained in leagues permitting body 
checking and those that did not. 
Investigathg the incidence of injury with playen age 12 and 13, Roy et ai. (1 989) 
recordeci four times more injuries among teams that aiiowed body checking. In leagues 
aüowing body checking, 55.5% (o = 30) o f  aii injuries were caused by an opponent, whereas 
in leagues without body checking, the corresponding figure was only 18.8% of 16 injuries. It 
was aiso reveaied that of the 25 hctures that occurred, 20 were sustained by players 
receiving a body check and two by players giving one (three were not caused by body 
checking). The number of injuries caused by an opponent was ten times greater in the 
checkmg leagues and was greater than ail other causes of injury combineci (Roy et al., 1989). 
This fkding is somewhat misleadhg as the study cornpareci teams that were of Iow calibre 
where a great variation in playing ability is ofken evident. Secondly, the researchers observed 
a different number of games for the two leagues. F ï y ,  the games were observed in the 
latter part ofthe season and in playoff5 when the intensity wodd ükely be much higher. 
It was not until 1993, when Bernard et al. perfomed a simüar study at the Bantam 
level(14 and 15 years old) in Quebec, that great variations were found with the older age 
group. DEerences in height and weight ranged 41 cm and 48 kg respectively for boys playing 
against one another. As well, body checkuig caused 46% of minor injuries, and accounted for 
75% of the major physical trauma 
Growth and Develo~ment 
Safkty of young hockey players is relative to their individual height, weight, 
chronologid age, and skeletal age (Beunen, Ostyn, Simons, Renson, & VanGerven, 1981). 
In the shidy by Beunen et al., they found that skeletal age explains a fat larger part ofmost 
body dimensions than chronological age for boys between 12 and 19 years. These researchers 
were convinced that in the age range of 13 to 16 years, age-maturity categories instead of a 
classincation based on chronological age would lead to fkirer cornpetition in youth sports. 
They believed that age-maturity classification could probably eiiminate problems for the young 
cornpetitors, regardless of whether they are early or late rnanirers. 
An age-rnaturity category would require individuais to be equated by bone, or skeletal 
age. This is possible since the skeleton continues its maturity development throughout the 
entire period of growth. X-rays of bones in the hand and wrist presently provide the primary 
basis for assessing the skeletal maturity in the developing child (Maiina & Bouchard, 1991). 
Malina and Bouchard (1991) found that statural growth occurred at a constant 
decelerathg rate during childhood. It was apparent that the rate reached its Iowest at the age 
of 12, just before initiation of the adolescent spurt. At this tirne the rate acceierated quite 
rapidly for a couple of years, and then started to drop off again (see Figure 1). 
Gmwth Velocity Chafl 
Stîture for Males 
Fîgum 1, Male Growtb Velocity Chart of Height 
Note F m  "Grwmh, maturation, and physical activity" by Maiina and Bouchard 1991, Champaign. IL: 
HumanKineticS. 
It was aiso found by Malina and Bouchard (1991) that weight growth occurred at a 
co~l~tantly accelerating rate, except for an early chiidhood decrease. Again at the age of 12, 
the rate escalated for a couple of yean before dropping back off ( s e  figure 2). 
Growth Velocity Chart 
Weight for Males 
EFgum 2. Male Gmwth Velocity Chart of Weight 
Note From "Growth, maturation, and physical activityn by Malina and Bouchard, 1991, Champaign. IL: 
Human Kinetics. 
During the adolescent growth spurt, the rates of both height and weight increase or 
auxlerate. Dyment (1989) noted that there was a wide variation of size at the time which 
boys enterai puberty. This is the same t h e  h e  when chiidren are first being introduced to 
body checking. 
Between the ages of 12 and 13 years, boys are at many Merent stages of physical 
development (Marshd & Tanaer, 1970). Regnier et al. (1 989) discovered that an anaiysis of 
the human growth m e  indicated an accelerated period of growtti between the ages of 12 
and 14. The Canadian Academy of Sports Medicine (CASM) (1991) revealed that iarge 
variability in player size in the 12 to 15 year old age group, and the reality of injuries as a 
resdt of body checking, makes it inappropriate to have full body contact at these ages in any 
category of hockey. They added that "pee wee (ages 12- 13) hockey coincides with a peak 
growth spurt and increased risk of injury. There should be no intentional body contact at this 
agey' (p. 142), 
Rarick and Seefeldt (as cited in Regnier et al., 1989) and Dyment (1 989) reporteci that 
a group of 13 year old boys can have a skeletal age that varies by as much as five years, and 
weight that varies by 45 kilograms. Regnier et al. (1989) found that on the average, the 
biggest players at this age are two times heavier, two times stronger, and 30 cm tder. 
Roy et al. (1989) found thaî there was a 10û% difference in grip strength between the 
larges and snallest boys playing at the 12 and 13 year old level simultaneously. They added 
that grip strength is indicative of a person's overaii strength. 
It has becorne apparent f?om researchers recordhg physicai characteristics of many 
age levels that the most variation often occurs when players are in higher age levels. Bmst et 
ai. (1992) recorded in their study o f  13 to 15 year olds, a merence of 55 cm and 53 kg fiom 
the smailest and largest players. More recently Stuart et al. (1995) perfomed preseason 
screening tests on their subjects and discovered large variations in height and weight, 
especidy among players who were ages 13 and 14. Bemard et al. (1993) found height and 
weight Merences ranging 41 cm and 48 kg respectively for 14 and 15 year old players, and 
tested a 200% Merence in grip strength between the s d e s t  and largest players. It was 
concludeci that "large discrepaacies between the playen .... indicate a high risk of injury at the 
Bantam level[14 and 15 year old] where body checkhg is pem9tted. Consequences 
associated with those injuries could have unforninate sequels because playen at that age are in 
a critical phase of their growth" (p. 54). 
It was noted that injuries obtained in ice hockey are an area that has been accepte4 
and which one- must accept if hdshe chooses to participate in the game (Hayes, 1978). 
BIanchard and Castaldi (1 99 1) agree, and add that in fast-moving contact sports such as 
hockey, injwies are bound to occur despite aii efforts ofprevention 
Several researchen have noted that the incidence and severity of injury increases with 
the player's age and skiii. Injuries are lowest in the youngest age groups, increasing to a 
maximum in the older teens and young adults, before decreasing again in recreation and 
oldtimer leaguu (CASM, 1991; Hayes 1978; Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Recreation, 
1990; Sprode, 1988; Stuart et aL, 1995). 
Hockey is a game involving impact extremes with blows ranging fiom the high 
velocity-low mass type, as a puck or stick, to the high mass-low velociv blow which cornes 
Eom body contact (Hayes, 1978). Combining these types of blows with the great speed of the 
game within a confined ice wfàce, the probability of an injury happening is very great. The 
two types of impact, high velocity-low mass and high mass-low velocity, distinguish the b d s  
of injuries that wiii result fiom each. Low mass objects often tend to cause bruises, 
lacerations, or concussions, whereas the larger mass impacts result in fractures and 
ligamentous damage (Suthedanci, 1976). 
It was noted by Sutherland (1976) that the severity of injury which results from 
contact can be decreased, if the impact is distributed over a large area and absorbed as much 
as possible. With this being me, a larger child can absorb more of an impact than a smaller 
one. To support this theory, Bmst et al. (1992) found that injured players between ages 9 and 
15 had a mean weight of 5 1 kg in cornparison with uninjured players whose mean weight was 
63 kg. Further, Dyment (1989) noted that a lighter and slower atbiete is les susceptMe to 
serious injury when colliding with someone of similar stature. 
Sutheriand (1976) reported many hockey injuries result nom impact, and impact is the 
product of m a s  and speed. Reference was made to Newton's second law stating that force 
quais mass times acceleration (or mass times velocity divided by the ,  where thne may be 
considered as the duration of impact). Since larger children have a greater mass, they are able 
to produce more of a force than a player ofa s d e r  fiame. One could Lifer larger players 
within the same age level are likely to cause body checking injuries. Thuq a lighter child 
playing against a significantiy heavier child is at a disadvantage in the physical element, and 
could potentidy be the recipient of a dangerous impact. 
Regnier et al. (1989) found that larger players in the 12 and 13 year old level had a 
70% greater impact force than the srnder players. More recentiy, Bernard et al. (1993) 
discovered a Merence of 150% in the force of impact between the two extrerne statures. 
The same measurements were takm for 14 and 15 year old players by Bernard et al., and an 
eScalafed 357% merence in the force of impact during body checking was discovered 
between the svongest and weakest players. This was related to both size variation, and the 
merence of 2.3 &sec skating speed between the slowest and fastest skaters. 
Who Gets Iniured 
Forwards penetrate deep into both zones giving some expianation as to why forwards 
expenence a higher incidence o f  injury t h  defencemen. Also, since there are rhree forwards, 
two defencemen and one goaltender, one would expect forwards to have a higher incidence of 
injury (Hayes, 1975). Forwards have been found to obtain about 56% to 70% of injuries 
(Pelletier et al., 1993), and defencemen 30% to 38% (Benton et al., 1983; Bmst et al., 1992; 
Calgary Mhor Hockey, 1992; Hayes, 1975; McKnight et ai., 1992). A pilot study conducted 
with the Thunder Bay Amahier Hockey Association Uidimted forwards obtained 67.676 of the 
71 injuries9 defencemen recorded 25.4%, and goalies 7%. Finke et al. (1 988) discovered that 
forwards aquired 72.5% of the injuries @ = 44), and of these, 55% were obtained while on 
offence. 
On the contrary, Bancroft (1993) found that defencemen were rnost likeiy to sustain 
an injury with 58% of ali recorded, and fonvards only 37%. Similar findings were projected 
by Lorenwn et al. (1988) and Pettersson and Lorentzon (1993) who also found the defence 
position to be at highest risk Bancroft admitted that the wntrast may be due to the srnall 
number of injuries (& = 19) in his study and the study conducted by Lorentzon et al. (o = 95). 
Profiie of Hockey Injuries 
A profile of an injury involves when the injury takes place, as weU as the type, 
location, and swerity of the injury. Studies conceming when injuries take place involve three 
areas. These include timing in the season, which period witbin the garne, and whether the 
injury occurred during a practice or game. 
Season 
Hayes (1975, 1978) and Benton et al. (1983) noted that the risk of injury is higher in 
early months and decreases as the season continues. The reasons they gave for this 
conclusion were: poor conditionin& players overworking in order to make the team, new 
systems, new teammates, playing unfhdïar positions, and poor or inadequate equipment. 
Benton et al. explaineci cornpetition for playoff positions resuited in a higher incidence at the 
end of the second halfof the season. 
Stuart and Smith (1995) condenseci the hockey season into thirds. They found the 
practice injury rate was significantly higher in the first third than in the nnal two thirds of the 
season No ciifference was found in the injury rate ofgames in each third of season. 
Penod 
Ln addition to seasonal diferences, concerns regarding the t h e  of injury during the 
game have been investigated. Bmst et al. (1992) and Lorentzon et al. (1988) found that 
injuries inaeased as the game progessed with 14%, 25%, and 45%, and 27%, 30%, and 36% 
respectiveiy through the three penods. Hayes (1975) recorded that sipficantly fewer injuries 
occuxred in the fim penod (25%) as opposed to the second (37%) and third (37%) periods of 
a garne. Similady, Shiart and Smith (1995) found the game injury rate was higher in the thud 
(135 per 1 O00 hem) versus the and second periods (75 per 1 O00 hours). Ratiodes for 
the higher injury rate in the third penod included both fatigue and aggression. 
On the contraxy, both Tegner and Lorentzon (199 1) and Pelletier et ai. (1993) found a 
higher injury percentage in the second period. The same trend was reported with both 
researchers as the m o a  injuries (38% and 36%, respectively) happened in the second penod, 
and the fewea injuries occurred (28% and 27%, respectively) in the third period. 
T-me of Ice Session 
The type of ice session incorporates either a game or practice situation. Findings are 
very consistent in that the majority of injuries (from 58% to 88%) occur during games (Brust 
et ai., 1992; Finke et ai., 1988; Lorentzon et al., 1988; McKnight et al., 1992; Ontario 
Ministry of Towism and Recreation, 1989; OSMSAB Vo1.2,1987; Pettersson $ Lorentzoq 
1993; Stuart & Smith, 1995; Tegner & Lorentzon; 1991). An expianation for this fincihg is 
simply that intensity inmeases between opposing tearns during game situations which is either 
absent or diminished during practice sessions (Sproule, 1988). 
The OSMSAB found that 88% of the 92.000 recorded injuries for minor hockey 
throughout Canada occur~ed uring cornpetition and only 8% during p d c e  (OSMSAB vol. 
2, 1987). The s p d c  age levels of this study had 76% (XJ = 70). 88% (o = 123), and 75% (o 
= 250) of injuries occur during gama for 10 and 1 1, 12 and 13, and 14 and 15 years old 
respdvely (Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Recreation, 1989). F i y ,  Bmst et al. (1992) 
discovered that 79?! of52 injuries, to players aged 9 to 15, were in games. They revealed 
pfElCtice injuries were oniy of mimmal (player kept fiom physical activity for 1 day or less) or 
minor (player kept fiom physicai activity for 2 to 7 days) severity, and required no 
professioonal medical care. 
In April 1985, the OSMSAB was estabfished to advise on safety in amateur sport, 
p e r ~ o d  fitness, and physicaI recreation The Board was to investigate aod recommend the 
means by which ail participants in sport, fitness, and recreation may work to reduce the 
number of injuries in those activities. in 1986, the OSMSAB found that the 494,000 
participants in minor hockey mnked second largest for those involved in any one particular 
sport. Registering with 92,000 injuries, the sport of hockey ranked fb t  as the largest single 
generator of injuries in the survey (OSMSAB Vo1.2, 1987). 
Injuries require time, care, and often money to heal. Of the 92,000 hockey injuries, 
two-thïrds of the participants needed some form of medical treatment. For chiidren in minor 
hockey, 68% received treatment at the hospital emergency department. Visits to a physician 
and the purehase of medical supplies were the next most common forms of treatment. The 
Ontario Minisûy of Tourisrn and Recreation (1990) concluded f?om their study that in 
Ornario, 134 injuries in the 12 and- 13 year old division alone r d t e d  in 10% of the players 
spending time in the hospital. These players averaged 1.14 nights in the hospital. 
Lost produaMty must also be accounted for in the signincance of an injury. This is 
nezessary as some players may be injured, but r e m  from getîing medical treatment. About 
two-thirds of the 92,000 injureci chitdren retumed to their regular activities immediately &er 
sustaining theïr injury, but 4% were forced to take 3 weeks or more off fiom school 
(OSMSAB Vol. 1, 1987). Similady, the Ontario Ministry of Tourisrn and Recreation (1990) 
found 29% of the injuries sustained with 12 and 13 year old players in Ontario resulted in an 
average 3.19 days lost f?om school. 
Cost of Injuries 
The average cost of a minor hockey injury in 1986 totalled $455. Most of this 
expense was from hospital costs (52%) and the cost of Sports Medicine clinics (3 1%). 
Treatment costs varied for both the type of injury and the part of the body that was injureci. 
For example, the average cost to treat a s p i n  was $1,091 whereas idammations cost ody 
$151. Siniifariy, the average cost to treat an injured knee was S794, as opposed to an arm 
costing an average of$162 (OSMSAB V01.2, 1987). 
The 1986 annual cost of medicd services was caiculated soiely for minor hockey in 
Ontario and totaiied $130,764,000 (OSMSAB Voi.2, 1987). When this mgnitude of money 
is being spent on health are, due to a high incidence of injuy, there is a definite reason to 
decrease the occurrence. "Even a 10 percent reduction in injuries alouid result in a significant 
savings to the public purse" (OSMSAB Vol. 1, 1987, p.- 23). This statement magnifies the 
fhancial need for a study such as this. 
The OSMSAB (1987) notéd that the economic cost of a sport injury involves far more 
than sirnply money. A su- has been displayed in Figure 3 to explain the various aspects 
to consider when caiailating the cost of any injury. 
Alternatives to Elimination of Body Checkinq 
Much concem stdi remains on the debatable issue of when to imroduce body checking 
in hockey in Canada A report by Robson in 1991 indicated that within the CAHA, there was 
a situation where one-half of the branch members voted to support the introduction of body 
checking at age 12, and one-half wanted to increase the age of introduction. Lovering (1992), 
and more r e c d y  a manager within the CAHq Iamie McDonald, infonned the author 
persondy that this stalemate stU exists (Personai Communication, Febmary, 1993). 
The fact that injuries resuit h m  body checking is not debatabie. Children who are 
participating are still getting injureci, and something needs to be done. 
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Figure 3. Cost of a Sport hjwy 
Note Fmm "The report and tecommendaîions on s a f i  in amateur sport, personal fitness and 
pîqsicai recteation in Ontario" by OSMSAB, 1987, Ontano: Ministry of Tourism and Recreati01~ 
New Divisions 
The CASM supplied a position statement about the issue of violence in the game of ice 
hockey and its impact on player safety. They suggested eliminating body checking from 
hockey that is not designeci as a training program for professionai ranlcs (Sullivan, 1990). If 
this were followed, body checking wodd be elimhated f?om ali levels in the recreational or 
house leagues, but the representative or aii-star teams would continue to institute training in 
body checking at an appropriate age ievel. Cunningham (1979) reported that at 9 years of 
age, yomg boys begin to be assigned to either the aii-star stream or the house leagues. 
Conditioninp 
An area that is often overlooked is the relationship between conditionhg and injuries 
of hockey players. As a p hysiotherapist, Axtmaa (1 989) commenteci that preseason training 
should be a mandatory part of every teams' plan to help prevent injury and aid in the recovery 
after an injury. Bancroft (1993) stated that a proper physical training program shouid be 
supervised and is essentiai to ensure a strong body capable of produchg and absorbing force. 
One study by Gilder and Grogan (1993) took many training recommendations and 
applied them to thei. investigation of assessing the effects of strength and conditioning in 
relation to hockey injuries. Seven players were put on a structured twelve-week osseason 
program. AIthough there were twice as many players in the nonprogram group, they had 
three times the injuries. The researchers concludeci that the training program increased the 
integrity of the joints and the durability of the muscies which helped to absorb physical 
contact, and thus, reduce the number of injuries and the amount of time out from injuries. 
Immoved Coachinq 
Trudel and Côté (1996) studied the behaviours ofyouth ice hockey coaches during 
games. It was found that at the 14 and 15 year old level, coaches spent over halfthe tirne 
simply observing, without interacting with players. Ody about 11% of game tirne was 
devoted to teaching skiiis which included g ihg  information, positive evaiuation, and negative 
eduation of performance. They noted of partidar concern with these hdings was the fact 
that so iittie teacfring occurs during games, whüe the ratio of games to practice is high and 
SU level is low. 
The AAHA felt that coaches in Canada have almost totaily avoided the traderable 
s19U of giving or taking a body check. This association believed the best approach to the 
body checking d e  situation was to develop a supplementary coaches course aimed 
specincaily at ali coaches gaining body checking levels. 
In a m e y  pefionned in the United States, it was found that ody two-thirds of Pee 
Wee (age 1 1 through 13) and Bantam (ages 13 through 15) players (o = 90) received 
instructions in-giving and taking checks @rua et ai., 1992). In 1988.78% of 14 and IS year 
old players (g = 302) in the Metropolitan Toronto Hockey League responded to a 
questionnaire reveating that their coach had instmcted them how to take a hit on the boards, 
and how to deiivw a check However, 80% di felt that a speciai clinic on body checking 
I 
i would be usefiil (Gardner, 1988). As well, Moro (1990) discovered from a survey of minor 
hockey players fiom ages 10 to 15 & = 205) that the large majoriv of players have been 
taught, or at ieast know, the defensive skills of body checking including an&g (78%). puck 
proteaion (97%), pinning (go%), read and ceact (92%), taking a hit (97%)' and gap control 
(71%). 
Blanchard and Castaidi (1991) revealed that coaching skiiis have now improved so 
players are being taught how to 'take and give a hit', and 'stay out of trouble dong the 
boards'. Lovering (1992) indicated that the Hockey Devetopment Council has part of a 
mandate to put more emphasis on both effective coaching and referee development. Several 
instructional videos are now available to aid the coach in teaching the skiN of checking. The 
International Hockey Centre of Excellence in Calgary, Alberta has produced two videos: one 
is titled 'Body Checking' and the second is titled 'Beginning Checking'. The CAHA 
Coaching Committee have also produced a v i d a  for the National Coaching Certification 
' Program on the instruction of checking skiIls. 
i Fair-play 
Based p d y  on the work of Vaz in 1979, a fàir-play concept was developed to include 
sportsmanship in the final standings of a cornpetition. Vaz beiieved that increasing penalties 
was not effective in niriailing violence in hockey, but the use of sportsmanship worked more 
efféctively. Competing teams have points added to the game total for staying under a certain 
preestablisfied limit of team penafties. Also, individuals who exceeded the aiiotted limit can be 
suspended fiom future games. Furthemore, coaches can also be suspended iftheir team is 
: reguiariy penaiized for iUegal play (Marcott & Sirnard, 1993). 
Teams that have played under fair-play d e s  in Quebec have averaged 1.2 less injuries 
p a  game, compared to those without the fair-play (Mkcott & Sirnard, 1993). In university 
intramurals, GÏlbert, Trudel, and Bloorn (1995) gave each tearn six behaviour points at the 
start at every game. Each minor or major penalty resulted in the loss of one point util the 
team exceeded the set limit. In a touniament, Roberts, Bnisf Leonard, and Herbert (1996) 
used fair-play d e s  and found the ratio of £àir-play to regular-mies injuries was 1 :4.8. 
The AAHA Referees Cornmittee (1984) believed most injuries f?om body checking 
occur when the player is checked into the boards, and seldom r d t  fkom 'open-ice' hits. 
Therefore, the gradual progression recommended by them is to permit only open-ice checkhg 
at the 12 and 13 year old Ievei and postpone fûii body checkhg on the entire ice surface und 
age 14 (AAHA Referees Commitîee, 1984). 
The CASM believes senous injuries do not begin wtil age 12 and 13, and for this 
reason, full body checkhg should not be introduced und 16 and 17. They fée1 that a mach 
should begin teachùig findamentais in the 14 and 15 year old level (Sullivaq 1990). 
The CAKA Coaching C o d t t e e  (1991) stated hi a position paper that "body 
checking should be removed from the Pee Wee category (1243 years) and replaced a 
'body contact' nile. Body checking should be re-introduced at the Bantam category (14-15 
years)'' (p. 1). .The cornmittee believed that a sudden change fiom no body checking $0 fU 
contact through one division may r d t  in an increased risk of serious injury. Body con= 
permitted a piayer to legally block or stop the progression of the offensive puck carrier. They 
couid not hit the offensive piayer by going in the opposite direction, so the contact must be 
the resdt of the puck carrier. Body checking was classineci as the legal separation of the puck 
d e r  fkom the puck through phYsid contact. It was permitteci on ail areas of the ice and 
collisions in opposite directions were legal. In other words, the contact did not need $0 be the 
resuit of the puck carrier. The CAHA Coachhg Comminee spenilated that the game wodd 
improve significantly with the removal of body checking and a replacement of body contact at 
age 12 and 13. The cornmittee concluded that improvements would occur in the areas of 
safety, fun, skiIl development, and long term participation. 
A gradual progression of introducing contact, and movhg toward checbg, i$ what 
the minor hockey playen of Calgary Minor Hockey indicated they would prefer. Moto 
(1990) found that &er watching an instructional video on the issue, "the majonty of players 
beiieve that body contact should be introduced at the novice [age 8 and 91 and atom [age 10 
and 1 11 levels ... body checking shouid be introduced at the pee wee level [age 12 and 131" 
(p. 24). 
Sumril- 
Hockey is an extrernely important sport in the lives of many individuals in Canada, and 
over the past decade, the number of participants registering in hockey has continueci to 
increase (see Appendix A). When the CAHA adjusted the age classifications in 1585 to d o w  
players 12 and 13 years old to body check, some concern was raised. It has been a common 
hding that at age 12, boys enter a period of accelerated gmwth and greater variations of 
height and weight exkt @yment, 1989; Malins & Bouckd, 199 1; Regnier et al., 1989). 
Many injuries occur fiom body checking. The impact is produced fiom the force of 
: the players colliding, which is the product of mass and speed (Sutherland, 1976). Since Iarger 
a playen have greater mass and are able to produce more force than players of a smaIier fhme 
in the same age Ievei, one cm sp&ate who is at greater risk of incming an injury fiom body 
checking. The resuit is that players are gening injureci in hockey. In 1986, the muai cost of 
medicai services in Ontario to treat injuries in hockey totalled $130,764,000. When this 
amount of money is being spent on something that cuuld be decreased, the importance o f  this 
study is increased. 
1 
1 
! Severai researchers have found that the incidence and severity of injuries increases 
1 with age and skiIl (CASM, 199 1; Hayes 1978; Ontano Minisüy of Tourism and Recreation, 
! 
1990; Sproule, 1988; Stuart et al., 1995). Others found that when players are petmitted to 
body check, tbis accounts for the rnajority of ail injuries (Bernard et al., 1993; Brust et al., 
1992; Hayes, 1975; McKnight et ai., 1992; Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Recreation, 
1990; OSMSAB, 1987; Pelletier et al., 1993; Regnier et al., 1989; RieUy, 1982; Roy et aï., 
: 1989; Sim & Chao, 1978; Stuart & Smith, 1995; Tator & Edmonds, 1984; Tator et al., 1993). 
A controversy still exists as to the ideal time to introduce body checking. Seved ideas have 
been supplied to deviate the body checking problem, but the dilemma has not been solved. 
The idea of better conditioning, creating new divisions, improving coaching, and gradually 
inîroducing body checking have been reviewed in this literature. 
Hockey is viewed as one of the fastest and most violent sports in the world with a 
reptation for roughness and physicai risk. Some beiieve participants must accept the risk of 
injuries in ice hockey as they are bound to ocair. Nonetheiess, a slight reduction in the 
number of injuries wouid equate to less discornfort for the injured piayer, and a sigdicant 
savings to the public tax payer. 
1 
Purnose 
The main purpose of this research was to compare the rate of body checking injuries 
between two Provinces that introduce body checkhg at different ages (age 12 versus age 14). 
This research identifieci the physicai characteristics of players and the position of individuais 
most Ekely to be hjured from body checkhg, or to initiate a body check which wuld lead to 
injury. This research created a profile of the types of injuries caused by body checking, and 
identifid when these injuries were most likely to ocw'in respect to tirne of season, time 
during the game, and type of game. 
Partickant s 
The CAHA was approached in order to obtain contacts within Ontario and Quebec. 
An invitation was sent to teams of the highest d i r e  of minor hockey in Ontario which is 
labelleci 'AAA', and 'AA' in Quebec. This was matched in order to get a sample with 
approximately the same nurnber of  games, pradces, training, and moa irnportantly, perceived 
intensw within the games. Further, it was expected that players within the same calibre 
would be of smiilar taient and wouid thus, enable cornparisons. 
Three teams in Ontario and three teams in Quebec were used in each of the 10 and 11, 
12 and 13, and 14 and 15 year old age levels. Thus, the curent study incorporated 18 teams 
each made up of approximately 17 players each. The total sample consisted of 294 players 
(see Table 1). The participants were invoived in the study for one fidi hockey season, âom 
August of 1993 to Apd of 1994. 
Table 1 
Number of Participants in Each Province and Level 
Age Level ûveraii 
IOand11 12and13 14and15 
Instruments 
An Injury Report Form (Appendix C) was used as the means of data col1ectioa The 
Injury Report Form (adapted f?om the Ontario Hockey Deveiopment Centre) was a check list 
requiring the observer to simpiy check off or circle the appropriate answer wncerning each 
criteria The variables included in the Injury Report Form were name, date, type of ice 
session, penod within game, cause, type, location, and severity of injury. 
The f o m  were designed to enable simple, yet detailed înjury repohg. Completion 
of an Injury Report Fom required approximateIy one minute per i n . .  Bmst et al. (1992) 
noted in their study that injury reports were reliable since there was litîie variation with injury 
information provided by dBerent recorders. 
Procedures 
Verbal consent was received f?om the president of each region pennitting the 
remitment of individual teams. With their approvai, the names and phone numben of 
prospective coaching stafts within theirjurisdiction were then provided. A cover letter 
(Amendix D) was sent to the president of each league explaininpt the study. 
Initial telephone contact was made with each coach on each team to introduce the 
researcher, describe the study, and evaiuate the coaches interest and cooperation level. This 
conversation was dso used to relay full, proper insfnictions on when, why, and how to 
complete the Injuxy Report Form. It was recommended that an Injury Report Fom be 
completed after each game to indicate whether an injury occurred or not. It was hoped that 
this procedure wodd increase the consistency as recorders wodd 'get in the habit' of 
complethg forms. Every time a player was injured, regardless of the severi% the Injury 
Report Form was to be cornpieteci thoroughly. 
Following this conversation, a package was sent.to interesteci teams to provide the 
specifics of the study. Enclosed in this package was a wver letter to the coaching staff 
(Appendix E), a consent fom (Appendix F), a player profile shed (Appendix G), a phone list, 
numerous 1 n 1  Report Foms, an exposure to injury fonn (Appendk H), and two self- 
addressed stamped envelopes. 
Sirnilar to the Manton and Bishop study (1987), 25 hockey Injury Report F o m  were 
ori<nnally sent for the traher (or other qiiaiified personnel) to compiete for each game injury. 
A swey of the Metropolitan Toronto Hockey League found that 78% of the 3 02, 14 and 15 
year old respondents had a qualifieci trainer with the team (Gardner, 1988). AU teams in this 
study had a certifieci or qualifieci trainer as the current study dealt with teams in the highest 
caübre of minor hockey in both Ontario and Quebec. 
The coaching staff first rehirned the consent, player profles, and phone list. The player 
profle sheet rquested information including the size in t e m  of height and weight, as weil as 
date of birth and position. Mid-way through the season, the exposure to injury form, as weU 
as the completed Injury Report Forms were coiiected. The exposure foxm was used to ver@ 
the number of games, practices, and pre-season training, again to keep the sample as closely 
rnatched as possible. 
The Injury Report Forms were retumed in the mail twice; one shipment was mid-way 
through the season, and the remainder of reports upon cornpletion oftheir playing year. This 
procedure also foiiowed Manton and Bishop (1987) as completed report cards were coiieaed 
both in November and at the end of each team's season with self-addressed enveiopes. 
Mer  re~ption of the nrst group of report forms, a thank you letter was sent to the 
coachhg staff for their participation, dong with more report fonns and a third self-addressed 
stamped enveiope. Manton and Bishop (1987) encowaged the teams to obtain extra report 
cards as needed throughout the se&e However, it was felt that this responsibility shodd 
not be that of the participants but of the researcher. 
The current research was restricted to games due to the consistent finding that the 
majonty of injuries (fiom 58% to 88%) oocw during garnes (Bmst et al., 1992; Finke et al., 
1988; Lorentzon et al., 1988; McKnight et al., 1992; Ontario Ministry of Tourism and 
Recreation, 1989; OSMSAB VoI.2, 1987; Pettenson & Lorentzon, 1993; Stuart & Smith, 
1995; Tegner & Lorentzon; 199 1). It was hoped that this limitation would again increase the 
consistency of complethg Injury Report Forms as it would be less tedious for the recorders to 
conceritrate on only games rather than every time the players step on the ice. 
Pilot Study 
A pilot study was conducted with six 12 and 13 year old teams atfiliated with the 
Thunder Bay Amateur Hockey Association. One of the main purposes of the study was to 
r e e  an Injury Report Form and get constructive feedback h m  the recorders. Some notabIe 
problems wah the pilot mdy Injury Report Form were corrected nich as reducing the severity 
Likert scale fkom 10 points to 5 points. Mer inte~ewing coaches, suggestions to increase 
cunsistency incfuded: (a) the recorder shodd ask the players if they received an i n .  rather 
than waiting for the player to approach the recorder, and @) place a report fom with the 
game sheet to aid as a reminder. 
The coaches suggested that the researcher should infonn the players that they were 
involveci in a graduate research study, and that they should honestiy report any injuries. 
Another cornmon suggekion nom the recorders was ta maintain contact with the coaching 
0 
i staff andlor recorder in order to improve consistency. 
Data Analyses 
Verification of Controi 
A &test was mnduaed at each Ievel to investigate differences in weight between 
Ontario and Quebec. A Levene's test identifiai ifthe homogeneity of variance was 
sigdicafltly Werent. The levels involved boys of the same age groupings in both Provinces, 
and thus, a l l  teams were expected to have the same variation of sizes within each Ievel. 
The number of garnes, hours of practice, and pre-season training hours were each 
imrestigated with a t-test to evaiuate exposure to injury across Provinces. For each variable, 
at each lwel a Levene's test was used to vex@ homogeneity of variance between players f?om 
Ontario and players fiom Quebec. 
Rate of Bodv Checkina Injuries 
The body checking injury incidence rate served as the dependent variable for a 2 x 3 
(province by age level) Factorial ANOVA. A 2 x 2 (province by introduction tirne) Factorial 
ANOVA investigated ifthere was a signifÏcant merence between introducing body checking 
eariier or later. 
Plavers at Risk 
It is known that weight is a critical variable in producing force. A 2 x 2 (injury 
aquired by age levels with body checking) Factorid ANUVA was used to investigate if 
weight differed signincantiy between players injured nom body checking, and those not 
injured, once the teams were permitted to body check 
A 2 x 3 (position by age l e d )  Factorial ANOVA iavestigated height and weight 
differences between forwards and defencemen for a!i three age leveis. The two positional 
groupings were then dMded hto five specific positions, and a one-way ANOVA was used to 
investigate height and weight . 
E d y ,  a 2 x 3 (position by age level) Factoriai ANOVA investigated the rate of body 
checkhg injuries per player between forwards and defacemen, and age levels. Injury rates 
were investigaiecl for the five s p d c  pfaying positions using the one-way ANOVA 
procedure. 
Predictinn a bodv checkha iniurv. A forward regression analysis was conducted for 
leegues with body checking to predict which variables predisposed a player to i n w  a body 
checking injury. Variables of height, weight, and position were included in the procedure with 
the frequency of injury as the dependent variabIe. 
Profile of ïniuries 
In order to get a representation of the type of injury produced by a body check, 
vanabtes of type, location, and severity were reported £hm descriptive analysis. Invest - 
when these injuries occurred'in tems of time of game, and type of game added to the injury 
profle. No cornparisons were made between the Provinces or the age levels as ail varkbles 
were reported as the fiequency of total body checkhg injuries. Furthemore, the pronle of 
injuries was investigated stridy frorn a descriptive perspective as it was not the intent to 
I determine sigdicance. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
R d t s  
Verification of Contro t 
In designing this study, age levels and calibre of play were matched between Ontario 
and Quebec, and it was hoped that in doing so weight would also be matched. The Provinces 
were a h  matched on variables such as the amount of pre-season training, number of games 
played, and hours of practice. This design was created so as not to confound the 
interpretation of data. 
Phvsicai Size 
No siBnificant Merence was obswved between the weights of 10 and 1 1 year olds 
nom Ontario and Quebec. Sigdicant difference was obsmed for 12 and 13 year olds 
& (93)= 2.48, E < -05) and 14 and 15 year olds & ciool= 4.03, E .OS) fiom Ontario and Quebec 
(see Table 2). A Levene's test for homogeneity of variance did not identify any significant 
merences @ > .05) between the two Provinces at any levei. 
Table 2 
Wei& of AU Players 
Ane Level 
10 and 12 and f 3 14 and 15 
(0 = 97) (fJ = 95) (0 = 102) 
Weight (kg) Ontario (0 = 145) 43.3 (7.0) 51.4 (8.8) 62.8 (8.2) 
Quebec (0 = 149) 41.4 (7.0) 55.5 (7.5) 69.7 (9.1) 
Exoosure to Injw 
The different types of games were compareci between Ontario and Quebec to ver* 
that the teams were matched for exposure to injuxy with respect to number of cornpetitions- 
T-tests did not indicate any significant merence @ > .01) for the total games (including pre- 
season, league, tournament, and post-season) in any of the levels. Other exposure variables 
such as practice time and hours of pre-season training were not signïficady different 
(e > .O 1). This verified that the teams were matched for exponire to injuries, and non- 
! signifcaut Levene's tests v d e d  that the variances were similar (see Appendix 0. 
I Rate of Bodv Checkina Injuries 
A 2 x 3 (province by age level) Factorial ANOVA was designed to investigate the rate 
of body checking injuÏes for players at each Ievel and in each province. There was a main 
effkct between the age levels @ ~ 8 8 )  = 17.10, E < .O 1) and an interaction effect @ WQ = 
4.40, g < -05) (see Figure 4). There was no ProWice main effect. 
Figure 4. Rate of body checkhg injuries per player by province and age level. 
A Tukey's Honestiy Signifïcant DBerence (HSD) post-hoc test for the age level main 
effm indicated the mean rate of body checkin8 injuries per player in the 12 and 13 year old 
levei (0.36 injuries per player) differed sigdicantly @ < -05) from the 14 and 15 year old level 
(0.78 injuries per player). Moreover, the mean rate in the 10 and 1 1 year old levei (0.10 
injuries per player) Mered significantly @ < -05) nom the mean in the 14 and 15 year 014 but 
not in the 12 and 13 year old. In other words, there was no siificant increase in body 
checking injuries per player per season fi-om the 10 and 11 year old level to the 12 and 13 year 
old level, but there was a significant increase in from the 12 and 13 year old level to the 14 
and 15 year old level. 
A Tukey's HSD post-hoc test for the sigdicant interaction effect indicated the rate of 
body checking injuries in Ontario inaeased sisnificautiy @ < -01) nom 10 and 11 years old, to 
the 12 and 13 years old age Ievel (when body checking is introduced). The post-hoc test 
indicated that the rate of body checking injwies in Quebec increased significantly @ < .01) 
fiom 12 and 13 years old, to the 14 and 15 year old age level. This is the levei body checking 
is htroduced in Quebec. 
A 2 x 2 (province by introduction tirne) Factorial ANOVA was used to investigate the 
Merence of introduction time. A signifiant main eEect for the introduction time indicated 
the mean rate of body checking injuries inaeased significantiy for both Ontario and Quebec 
when the d e  was introduced @ (1.192) = 26.85, < .O 1). There was no significant main effect 
between the provinces or an interaction eEect (see Table 3). 
Table 3 
Injury Rate Before and After the Introduction of  Body Checkhg for Ontario and Quebec. 
Introduction Tirne Overd 
Before Mer 
(n = 98) @ = 98) 
Ontario (a = 95) 
Quebec Q = 101) 
What Plavers Are at Risk? 
t 
To assure that the same participant was not beiiig injureci repetitively, the frequency of 
injuries was investigated to determine the nurnber of body checking injuries each of the 294 
participants inmeci. Considering that some teams in this study were not pemiined to body 
check, the resuits indicated most participants did not incur a body checking injuty. Three 
players were injwed five times, but most were only injured once or twice throughout the 
1 2 3 4 S 
Nunbar of Body Checjcïng Injuries 
Figure 5. Frequency of body checking injury per participant 
Measurements of Phvsicai Size 
It is known that weight is a aitical factor in an impact. In the leagues which permit 
body checking (ody Ontario at 12 and 13, and both provinces at 14 and 1 9 ,  a cornparison 
was conducted for those playen who did not obtain a body checking injury throughout the 
season to those who were injured at least once. A 2 x 2 (injury acquired by age levels with 
body checking) Factorial ANOVA was conducted. There was a main eEect with the age leveis 
(F (~J«I= 90.97, E < .01), and there was a main effect when cornparkg the mean weight of 
players with or without body checkhg injuries ci,tu, = 7.42, E < .01), but no interaction 
t 
effect. In other words, the 60 players who were injweâ from body checking during the season 
had a signincandy Iower weight than the 88 who were not injureci nom a body check (see 
Table 4). 
TabIe 4 
Weight of Players uijured and Not Injured in L-es Permitting Body Checking. 
Age Levei ûverall 
12and13 t4and15 
@=46) (0=102) 
Piayers Not Injured (IJ = 88) 52.7 (9.2) 68.2 (9.0) 62.9 (1 1.7) 
Players Injued (0 = 60) 49.0 (7.7) 63.9 (9.2) 59.9 ( 1  1.0). 
Concerns with Position 
&&es did not obtain any body checking injuries, and as such, were omitted fiom 
statistÏcaI procedures involving positions. Maintainhg consistency with past researcb, 
forwards were grouped to con& of 1eft wing, centre, and right wing. The position of 
defence included both lefi and right defence. 
Ph~sicai difrence with ~ositions. A 2 x 3 (position by age level) Factoriai ANOVA 
indicated that the mean height of 164 forwards (161.0 cm) was significantly diffierent 
(F ci-= 12.26, g < -01) than the mean height of94 defencemen (164.9 cm). A significant 
age level main-effect (F -= 232.38, < .01), and a Tukey's HSD post-hoc test indicated 
that the height of players Uicfesised signifïcantly @ < -05) with an increase in age level. A 
signincant interaction effect resuited @ = 3.20, 2 < -05). The post-hoc test indicated that 
the means of the two positions dBered significantly @ < -05) at the 12 and 13 year old ievei, 
as well as at the 14 and 15 year old level. 
A similai procedure indicated that the mean weight of forwards (53 -2 kg) was 
significantly Werent than defencemen (5 7.4 kg) (F -3 = 14.93, g < .O 1). There was also a 
signifiant main e f f i  for age level@ -21 = 2 15.46, g < .O l), and a Tukey's HSD post-hoc 
indicated the weight of players increased sigaincantly @ < -05) with an increase in level (see 
Table 5).  In this procedure, there was no interaction effect. 
A one-way ANOVA indicated that none of the five s p d c  playing positions Oeft 
wing, right wing, centre, left defence, and right defence) Wered significantly in either height 
or weight . 
Rate of iniunr. The rate of body checkhg injuries was compared between forwards 
and defencemen using a 2 x 3 (position by age level) Factorial ANOVA. Forwards had a 
sigdicantly higher injury rate than defencemen (ItJa = 7.99, g < .01). A post-hoc for an 
age level main effect @ -3 = 1 8.3 1, g < .O 1) indicaïd the rate inmeased signifïcantiy 
Table 5 





@ < -05) fiom 12 and 13 to 14 and 15 years old. The interaction effect in this procedue was 
also caldateci @ -2) = 2.89, E = -058) (see Figure 6). 
AU five individual playing positions were included in a one-way ANOVA to discover if 
there was a significant difference in the rate of body checking injuries at specinc positions. 
Figure 6. Rate of body checking injuries by position (fonvards and defencemen) and Ievel. 
SigOincance was found @ (4,Za = 3 - 1 8, c -05) and a Tukey ' s HSD post-hoc was uàlited to 
detemine where the difference existeci. The post-hoc indicated that the mean rate of body 
checking injures for a centre (0.83) was significaatly greater @ < -05) than the left defence 
(0.25) ( s e  Figure 7). 
- - - - - - - - 
Figure 7. Rate of body checkhg injuries by specific position. 
Predictina a Body Checkha Iniuw 
The forward regression aaaiysis was restricted to those players who were pennitted to 
I 
body check Height, weight, and position were included in the anaiysis to investigate which 
variables s i @ d y  predia who is most tikely to obtain a body checking injury during a 
hockey season, or converse1y, cause an injury. 
The strongest predictor of a player obtaining a body checking injury was their position 
a2 = . 1 1, E < .01). After adding weight into the regression equation, the total variance 
explaineci for both variables remained signincant a2= -14, p < -05). The height of the player 
did not factor into the equation as a significant predictor of a player obtainuig a body checking 
injury (se Table 6). 
Table 6 
Prediction of a Body Checking Injury 
Variable - r - R~ - B -- SE B P t 
Position -.333 - 1 1  -0.51 O. 12 -.32 4-18" 
Weight -.203 -14 -0.02 0.01 -.18 -2.38* 
Profle of Injuries 
Descriptive statisbcai procedures were used to get a representation of what kind of 
injury is produced nom body checking. Several variables, including type, location, severity, 
and the,  were repotted to produce cbaracteristics ofa body checking injury. 
Twe of Iii'bies 
From 124 body checking injuries recordeci in this research, 120 hjury Report Forms 
indicated the type of injury obtained by the player. The most common injury accounting for 
34.2% (n = 41) was a bruise. There was a big gap to the second moa cornmon type of injury 
which was a h-e. This type had a fiequency o f  18 or 15.0% o f  all injuries. Fourteen 
muscle strains were the next most common (1 1.7%), followed closely by 13 concussions 
(10.8%) (see Figure 8, and Appendix J for a breakdown of the types by province). 
Figure 8. Type of body checking injury and fkequency percentage. 
Location of Iniuries 
The Injury Report Fom inciuded 3 1 possible locations for anatomical location, 
however, only 21 were recorded as the site of a body checking injury. From the body 
checking injuries incmed by players in this snidy, the primary location for an injury to ocair 
was the shoulder with 16.9% @ = 21). The second Most common location was the knee with 
12.9?/0 (o = 16), foiiowed by the head with 12.1% (o = 15). 
The anatomid location was recoded into four general locations of head, body, le& 
. and a m .  The arm received the most injuries due to body checking (30.6%, a = 38). foiiowed 
by the body (26.6%, g = 33), the leg (20.2%, g = 25), and then the head (17.7%, p = 22) 
respectively (see Appendix K for a breakdom of aU location sites and differences between 
pmvîaces). 
Severitv of uiiuries 
Pain and discodort. A subjective measure was added to the Injury Report Form to 
evaiuate the pain and discodort the player was experiencing as a resuit of the injury. Using a 
five point Likert scale, fiom "minimal" to "exmciating", the recorders submined 120 ratings. 
The majority o f d  body checking injuries were classifieci as a four on the Liken scaie which 
feii between "bearableY' and "excxuciating". This rating accuunted for 37.5% (n = 45) of a l l  
injuries. The third and second point on the scaie were second and third most common, with 
34.2% (0 = 41) and 1 5 .û?? (0 = 18) respectively. Only 5.8% (n = 7) were rated as cCmhimd" 
pain and discodort, and 7.5% (n = 9) of the 120 recorded injuries were evaluated to be at the 
"excruciatingY' level (see Appendix L). 
Tme ioss fiom hockw. Four categorïes were availabie based on forced tirne loss from 
hockey due to the injury: 'Minor" injuries meant the player was injureci but retumed to action 
during that game, and amunted for 36.6% or 45 cases. 'Moderateyy was the second r a ~ g ,  
and the second moa comrnon t h e  loss rating with 32.5% @ = 40). This meant the player 
misseci the remainder of the game but returned to cornpetition within a week A "major" 
iniury (22.8%, n = 28) required the injured player to miss more than a week of cornpetition, 
but return before 3 weeks of absence. Only 8.1% of the injuries (o = 10) were ciassined as 
"severey' and forced the player to miss more then 3 weeks of hockey (see Appendk L). 
Davs missed nom school. The third variable to evaluate the severity of an injury 
causeci by body checking was the forced days to miss school. It would take a f%rIy serious 
injury to necessitate the withdrawal fiom school, and thus, almost 80% of the 116 body 
checking injuries recordeci for this variable indicated the player missed no days of school 
(77.6%, fi = 90). EIeven players (9.5%) were forced to miss a single day of school. The 
Iongest stay away fkom school which resulted fiom body checking required one child to be out 
for 7 days (see Appendix L). 
Who provideci assistance? Of the 124 Injury Report F o m  indicating who cared for 
the injured player, the most common response (54.0%, 3 = 67) was the team's trainer. A 
doctor was necessary for 4 1 injuries which equated to 33.1%. Ten, or 8.1%, of the injured 
players required foilow-up rehabilitation with a physiotherapist. Only one body checking 
injury resulted in a oro-facial injury requiring the player to visit a dentist. Two of the injured 
! 
piayers sought chiropractie treatment following their injury (see Appendix L). 
T ï e  of Injuries 
Period. The results showed a steady increase in the number of body checking injuries 
as the game progresse& Of the 119 recordhgs for this variable, the percentage increase 
across the first, second and third penods were 2 6 . 9 ,  33.6% and 38.7% respectively. No 
body checking injuries occurred in overtime (see Table 7, and Appendix M). 
Table 7 
Time of Body Checkhg injuries W~thin a Game 





Twe of parne. The pre-season accounted for the lowest percent of body checking 
injuries with ody 10.5% = 13) and the rnajoriq occurred during the reg& season (5  1.6%- 
n = 64). Coaches were asked to predict the number of games they wodd play throughout the -
year, and this enabied an injury rate to be caiculated. Aithough the iowest percent of body 
checking injuries occurred in the pre-season, this type of game aiso had the fewest number of 
approximated games. Consequentiy, the pre-season had the highest approximate rate of body 
checking injuries per game with 0.12. The lowest rate (0.07) was in the post-season (see 
Table 8, and Appendix M). 
Table 8 
Type of Game with Calculateci Rateofhjufies per Game 
n - % Approx Number Approx. Rate 
Note. Dashes indicate a rate was not possible due to no recordings for "other" games. 
CHAPTER FTVE 
Discussion 
Considerable research has k e n  conducted in the area of injuries in minor hockey. It is 
generdiy accepted that body checkkg accounts for the highest percentage of aii injuries. 
Some studies have found that the rate of injuries is higher in leagues permitting body checking 
versus those without (Ontario Ministry of Tourkm and Recreatioq 1990; OSMSAB, 1987; 
Regnier et al, 1989; Roy et al., 1989). Mers have found body checking injuries are more 
cornmon in representative, or &star leagues, versus the less cornpetitive house leagues 
(Ontario Ministry of Tourism and Recreation, 1990). 
Quebec introduces body checking at a Iater age than Ontario, and thus, the rate of 
body checkhg injuries between these two provinces were compared. This is the first study to 
compare two leagues that innoduce body checking at Merent ages. Aiso, this is the nrst 
study which compared players in the highest calibre of minor hockey to investigate this 
ciifFerence in rates, 
Importance of Sirnilas Samples 
It is known that force is the product of mass times acceIeration. Although 
measurements were not taken to ver@ that fundamental skills were quitable, the same d i r e  
of play s h d d  equate to the same development of hdamental skiüs. Skating is the 
acceleration variabIe in the impact eqpation, and it was assumed that the fbndarnental skiU of 
skating would be similar in Ontario and Quebec at each age level. 
The other important differentiating variable of impact is weight. A signincant 
&fierence in weight between the Provinces for the 12 and 13 year old level does not confound 
the interpretation of data. Quebec playen aged 12 and 13 were sigdicantly heavier, but since 
Quebec does not permit body checking at this age level, the cornparison of body checking 
injuries between Provinces was not necessary. The signifiant weight difference at the 14 and 
15 year old level is of concwn because body checking is ailowed at this age level. One would 
expect Quebec piayers to produce on average a greater force upon impact due to the fact thaî 
the mean weight ofplayers is higher. 
Suice heavier players are capable of producing more force upon impact on lighter 
players who share the same ice suditce, another important interpretation of the weight data is 
the variance of measurements. A Leveae's test indicated there were no si@cant differences 
in data variance for weight between Ontario or Quebec, at any of the age levels. In other 
words, dthough Quebec was significantiy heavier in the 14 and 15 year old age level the 
piayers involveci in the study recordeci a siniilar distribution ofweight at each age levef. Thus, 
the Quebec players are likely capable of producing on average more force upon impact as t h q  
are signincantiy heavier, but it is this impact of the heavier players on the lighter players withul 
the same ievel which is going to increase injury rates, and Ontario had a simiiar variance of 
measuremenîs. In other words, the iighter players in Ontario in each age level are equally as 
susceptible to incur an injury from body checking as the Iighter piayers in Quebec. 
Another measurement *ch was required to be the same between Ontario and 
Quebec at aii lwek was the exposure to injury. Each team pfayed a certain amount of games 
throughout thek season, ranging fiom 60 to 74 games. When the variance for total games 
CicIuding pre-season, league, toufnament, and post-season) was compared, the MO provinces 
did not M e r  at any age level. Practice time was compared as one team may have access to 
more instruction than another. Variance was again fond not to ciifFer between Ontario and 
Quebec for practice tirne- The length of the playing season and pre-season aalliing were also 
not si@cantiy different. Since no variables defining the exposure to injury differed 
signiacantly at any of the age levels, it was vedied that each player in the study had the same 
exposure to receive, or produce, an injury due to body checking. 
The Effects of Introducina Bodv Checking 
With ody Ontano permitted to body check in the 12 and 13 year old levei and bot& 
provinces pedtted at the 14 and 15 years old level one would expect to discover an overall 
' in- in the mean nurnber ofinjures fiom one level to the next, as  was indicated with a 
si@cant @ < .01) Factorial ANOVA Ontario had two age levels with body checking in this 
saidy whereas Quebec oniy had one, Ad r d t s  indicated the overall mean rate of injuries was 
achially lower in Quebec than ûnîario. This ouws as the interaction indicated whenever body 
checking is introduced, the number of injuries increase sigmficantly. This suggests that the longer a 
province, or an d o n ,  goes without pemrining body checking, the lower the overall rate of 
injiuy wiU be. 
1t was hypothesized that introducing body checkhg at a later age and level wodd 
result in a sigdicantiy higher increase in the rate of player injury . Aithough the number of 
iucreased body checkhg injuries was more when introduced at age 14, the increases did not prove 
to be s i g u ü ï w  dikent .  In conciusion, whtever age body checking is kitroduced, the injury 
rate per piayer increases SBnifidy. Fwthermore, the rate of injuries is not sipmficanfly different 
whether body checking is irrtroduced at age 12, or at age 14 (see Figure 4). 
Who is at Rïsk? 
Before attempting to answer this question, it is important to mention that rarely did 
any one player get ijured repetitiveiy from a body check In other words, it was not the same 
smaii player who was getting injured ail the time, but the injureci participants were ofien 
difEerent players (see Figure 5).  Thus, when comparing physical characteristh, it is known 
that wnclusions.were made based on injures from the rnajority of participants and cm be 
implied to a generai population ofthe same age and skili level. 
Influence of Weinht 
Body checking injuries result nom the force of two players colliding. This impact is 
the result of mass times acceleration. The physicai measurement which was most critical 
d e n  investigating which players were at risk of aquirllrg injuries, and which were at added 
risk of causing body checking injuries, was weight. One wuld suspect, merely from 
mathematical equations, that lighter players sharing the ice d a c e  with heavier players wodd 
be at greater risk of anaining an injury from impact. This hypothesis was supported by a 
signifiant main effect @ < -01) between the weight of players who were injured fiom body 
checking, and players who did not get injured (see Table 4). 
Boys in their growth spurt are simply going to have varying quantities of weight. Boys 
that play hockey are no differem. It has been conciuded by Brust et al. (1992) and supported 
by the airrem research that those who get injured f?om body checking are signincantly tighter 
than those urùnjwed. Children m o t  be asked to lose weight, but they can increase their 
weight by as a l t e ~ g  diet or exercise habits to create a more equitable size to their opponents. 
Inbries Due to Playin4 - Position 
in past research, iuvestigators reported that f o m d s  rrceive more injuries than 
defencemen (Benton et al., 1983; Bma et al., 1992; Calgary Minor Hockey, 1992; Hayes, 
1975; McKnight et al., 1992; Pelletier et al., 1993). Wonales such as forwards penetrate deep 
into both zones, and simply because there are more forwards than d e f i  on the ice have been 
supplied. One area of expianation to the injury Merence has k e n  negiezted. When pIayers enter 
hockey, a coach wiii often select the largest phyers, ask them to play d e c e ,  and then teah them 
the fùdamental siüii of skatmg backwards. This strategy is cornmon practice because whm 
attackïng otlknsiwly, t is more difiEdt for a playa to marimer  around a Iarger d-ceman than 
a smder one. 
Aware of these coaching strategies, th& research compared the physicai size of indMdds 
playing eittier fomard or defince, and then compare$ the size of ail f i e  s@c playing positions. 
AIthough the Merences in height and weight were d in the youngest age Ievei, a commonaÜty 
did appear and it was concluded tint, in generai, forwards were significantfy shorter and lighter 
@ < .01) than the defèncemen in ewry level (see Table 5). Piâyers can not do m c h  to in- 
thm heighf but once again, it is possiily to SiiBhtly in- weight measurements 
Researchers reported forwards receive more injuries tban defiencemen, but past research 
has not attémpted to discover ifthe ciifkace was signincaut. Taking into consideration the 
mnnber of players at each position, the mean body checking injury rate for forwards (0.59) and 
d&cemen (029) was significantiy dBèrent (E < -01) which enables the conciusion that fommds 
are hjured h m  body checking significantiy more than defencemen. (see Figure 6). A h ,  a 
signXcant merence (E < -05) between players at the centre position (a forward position), and 
left defence (a defencernan position) m e r  lend support to the previous conclusion (see 
Figure 7). 
It was not the swpe of this research to investigate how body checking injwies 
owurred, but simply that they occurred. It may prove interesthg to discover the direction of 
skating when the player was injured. For example, a fonvard will rarely skate backwards in a 
game, whereas the defencemen often skaîes backwards. It is a belief that when skating 
backwards with the attacking player there is a tendency to angle the player toward the boards 
in attempt to retriwe the puck, and simply use body contaa. Ifthe two players make impact 
d e n  traveling in a forward direction at one another, the result is a body check. hie to the 
fàct that defencemen skate backwards more than a forward player, they would tend to use 
more body contact than a forward. This may niggest another reason why defencemen receive 
less injuries âom body checking. 
Predictina Who N5Ii be hîured 
Ifresearchers wuici predict what predisposes a player to a body checkhg injury, 
considerab1e discornfort to a phyer and srpaise to the tax payer codd be avoided. It was 
iradicaîed h m  variables inciuded in a regression anaiysis that the strongest predictor variable was 
the individual's position. Wei@ also figurai to be a si@cant predictor of a piayer obtaining an 
sljury fbm body checkhg ( s e  Table 6). A c d  concfusion m o t  be dntwn h m  the 
regession, howwer, it appears h m  the adysis that a li@ forward is most susqtibIe to getting 
a body checking injury. ConvefSeiy, a defaceman who is heavy will be most likely to f i c t  a body 
checkhg iiijury on others sharing the ice surface- This is in agreement with what one would 
and supports the hypotheses that iïghter players are more vuinerable to an injury h m  body checks 
that can be delivered by heavier players, and that forwards will receive significantly more body 
checkhg injuries. 
Knowing thaî position and weigut are significaclt factors predisposing players to a body 
checkkg injury, rnncenied indMduals shouid attempt to alleviate this situation No coach is iikeiy 
to remove a large piayer fiom defince and place a d penon in W e r  place Smpiy because it is 
known that forwards get i n .  more, but other precautionary measures could be taken Hei@ 
amnot be altered, but the regression adysis indicated this variable was not a predicting âidor. 
Weight, on the other hanci, is one physcal characteristic that p p i e  can mictuate with either a 
desire to ingeese or dmease. It may aiso be advantageod to increase the amount or quality of 
pr~tective cpîprnent that Iighter forwards Wear. This study assumeci both quality and quantity was 
equal for ad participants, but possi'bIy an haease with those Who appear to obtain more injuries 
would be a =und preventative measure. Also, the resuits of this study indicated that the am was 
the area most oftm injured fiom a body check, and the head was least cornmon Xfa concemed 
parait was preparing to buy a new piece of equipment, they may wish to evaluate where the most 
protection is needed for this age level aud sport. 
PronIe of Bodv Checkina Injuries 
As mentioned earlier, the w e n t  research did not record how the body checking 
injuries were attstined, but did create a profile of the khds of injuries causeci by body checkin& 
and identifieci when these injuries were moa likely to ocair in respect to time of season, time 
during the game, and type of game. The injuries were anaiysed with ody descriptive statistics 
as if was strictly the intent to describe the characteristics of a body checking injury. 
What T v e  of Injuries 
Due to the strict definition of an injury in the current study, it was not surprishg that 
the main type of Ujury fkom body checking was a bmise (see Figure 8). In the act of body 
checking, individuals produce a high mass-iow velocity impact Hayes (1978). Sutheriand 
(1976) reported that large mass objects often produce injuries that are more senous such as 
fractures and ligamentous damage. Not ironicaiiy. the second most wmmon type of injury 
was hctures. The 14 and 15 year old category (where once again, there is the kgest 
standard devïation of weight values for all players) did record more types of senous injuries. 
For example, of ali the body checking injuries in the oldest age level, 18.2% (g = 14) were 
fhctures whereas only 8.8% @ = 3) occureci in the 12 and 13 year old level. This supports 
that players who are signi6cantly heavier and skate fister will produce more impact than 
lighter and slower players. 
Severi@ Measures 
Bemard et ai. (1993) discovered a 357% difference in the force of impact between the 
largest and srnailest players in the 14 and 15 year old levei, as opposed to 150% for 12 and 13 
year old boys. Ifit is hown that older boys can produce more force because they can skate 
fàster and are sigdicantly heavier than younger players (as weii as the largest standard 
deviation of weight as supported by this study), then it ody seems logicai that the injuries 
which resdt from body checkhg would be more severe in the 14 and 15 year old age level. 
The severity pr0fiie.h the descriptive analyses supported the hypothesis that heavier 
players could produce more impact when body checkhg smaller players. For al1 variables. 14 
and 15 vear old ~iavers had more severe bodv checkinn iniuries than the 12 and 13 age ievel 
as indicated by a higher percentage of injuries at the moa extreme end. For example, the 
loagest a 12 and 13 year old player rnissed school from a body checkhg injury was 3 days. 
Contmy, one player in the 14 and 15 year old level was forced out of his educational instmite 
for 7 days. 
Wth older players recording more severe injuries than younger players, we cm 
speculate something needs to be corrected. 1s it sirnply that playen are heavier and produce 
more force that creates the increased severity? It may be possible the injuries which create 
this higher seventy are resulting fiom another reason. Players who are in the 14 and 15 year 
old level are approaching their ''ciraft years". It wuld be suggested that the players rnay use 
more aggression or take more risks than when younger to impress a scout. Older players rnay 
also be dating by this age and want to impress sommne else in the stands. Again, this 
research did not attempt to discover how or why body checking injuries happen, just simply 
that they do. 
T i e  of Bodv Checkina Injuries 
If the cornpetition is close, it is oniy natural that intensity within a game increases as 
the time remaining in a game deaeases. Coasequentiy, most p s t  studies found that injuries 
increased as the game prognssed (Brust et ai., 1992; Hayes, 1975; Lorentzon et ai., 1988; 
Stuart et al., 1995). These studies included all injuries, but this research found the same trend 
with only body checking injuries (see Table 7). 
Past research found that risk of injury is higher in the early months, and decreases as 
the season continues (Benton et al, 1983; Hayes, 1975, 1978). Reasons such as poor 
conditionhg players overworking to make a team, new systerns, new teammates, piaying 
untàmiliar positions, and inadquate equipment have ail ben supplieci to answer why this 
occurs. Past research has also found that si@caatly more injuries occur in games as 
opposed to practices (Brut et ai., 1992; Finke et al., 1988; Lorentzon et aL, 1988; McKnight 
et al., 1992; Ontario Ministry ofTourism and Recreation, 1989; OSMSAB Vol.2, 1987; 
Pettersson & Lorentzon, 1993; Stuart & Smith, 1995; Tegner & Lorentzon; 1991). The type 
o f  game an injury occurs in, however, has not been investigated thoroughly. The coaches . 
provided an approxhate quatltity of each type of game, and it was caicdated that the highest 
rate of body checking injuries per game (0.12) occurred in the pre-season. The lowest injury 
rate (0.07) was in the post-season (see Table 8). These results support the rationales 
produced by past research. It may aiso suggest that a decreasing injury rate results from the 
k t  that players improve their f b d ~ e n t a l  skiii of body check@, and leam how to prope* 
give and receive a check in order to avoid injuries. 
Summarv and ConcIusion 
The main purpose of ttiis research was to compare the rate of body checking injuries 
between two provinces that introduce body chedring at different ages (age 12 versus age 14). It 
was wnchided that whenever body checkhg is htmduced, the rate of injuries incrase 
sig&<.inthr. Furthemore, ahhough the inaease in iojusr rate was higher wfien inttoduchg body 
checkhg hier, it was wncluded that age of introduction does not r e d t  in st;rtisticai si@cance- 
Cornparhg the physical size of those who were injwed fiom body checking and those 
who were not, üghter individuais were at an signincant disadvantage and increased risk of 
i n 4 g  a body checking injury. Moreover, players in the defence position were simcantly 
tailer and heavier than foxwards, and perhaps due to this fact, the rate of body checking 
injuries between the two positions was significantly difEerent. The regession anaiysis 
indicated player position is the most signifiant variable in prediding who wiii obtain a body 
checking injury. The uidividuai's weight was aiso a signiscant predictor. Therefore, it cm be 
prediaed that a light forward is most iikely to get injured, and a heavy defencxman wiii moa 
likely ïdlict the body checking injury. 
Most body checking injuries involveci a considerable amount of pain and discodort to 
the injured player, but the injury usuaiiy did not keep the player out of game action and rareiy 
required the player to stay home fkom school. Furthexmore, the team trainer was able to 
attend to the player during the game in more than half the circumtances. Moreover, the rate 
of body checking injuries per game appears to decrease as the season progresses. 
FutureResearchDirections 
In similar studies, it wouid cembiy enhance the validity of the research ifthe &ames were 
persody observed, or pertiaps videotaped. This wodd enable the uijury Report Foxms to be 
compieted by the researcher Md Personai o b d o n  wouid deMtely require more thne 
and money, but the results wouid be better consistency and acarracy with the completion ofthe 
hjury Report Forms. 
It is rmmmended that studies of a simiiar design test for matchhg variables that influerice 
mipact. It wao assumed calibre was the same in this study, but ifvariables such as speed and agility 
were tested, a ktter match wodd be v d e d .  A h ,  weight couid be tested before the data 
collection begms to assure teams equal in ail aspects ofphysical size. 
Another research direction involves meaauing the force of impact with players in the 10 
aad 11 year old aitegory. Players at this age do not presentiy body check in Canada These 
players have not emered the growth spurt and shouid be reIatively close in physicai size. Provideci 
th& skating speed is the same, these players should produce approximately the same impact when 
body checkhg A suggestion to htroduce body checkin5 or body contacf at this age may be 
realistic with results and conclusions ofimpact testing at this age level. 
Ifplayers were foflowed longimdinally, this wodd impruve the control, and thus, vajidity 
ofconcfusions. The players could be introduced More they have body checkhg and participate 
unfil they have beai playing with the d e  for an extendeci period of h e .  Thus, a study of thk 
design may wish to longmidindy foilow players into the next age level(16 and 17 years old) to 
discover the difikence of mjruy rate when playhg with body checking for more than one or two 
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1 i Appendix C 
INJURY REPORT FORM 
(Please Print) 
' NAME OF PLAYER 
1 TYPE OP ICE SESSION I pre-season tournament 
regular season play-of f 
DATE 
PERIOD 1 2 3 4 unknown 
1s t h i s  a recurring in jury? Yes No 




l collision skate 




NOTE: if multiple injuries were obtained from one cause, 
please i n d i c a t e  this on a second i n ju ry  report form 






lacerat ion  
muscle strain 
l o t h e r  




























upper l e g  
othe r  
separation 
sprain 
A m  -
elbow 




upper a m  
wrist 
Severity : 1 2 3 4 5 
(minimal ) (bearable) (excruciating) 
- time loss f r o m  hockey: minor (continued to play) 
moderate (remainder of game but 
< 1 week) 
ma j or (1 to 3 weeks) 
severe ( > 3 weeks) 
- school missed da y s 
weeks 
- seen by a: dentist chiropractor 
doctor physiotherapist 
trainer 
o t h e r  
E H E  
Canada P ï B  5EI 
May, 1993 
Dear President , 
M y  name is Wade Wiggins and 1 am a g r a d u a t e  student at 
Lakehead University. My area of interest l i e s  in preventative 
s p o r t s  medicine which is the reason for this letter. 
The  master s thesis  which I a m  working on, in conjunc t ion  with 
D r .  Ian Newhouse, is concerned w i t h  i n j u r i e s  i n  minor hockey. 1 
am i n t e r e s t e d  i n  t h e  c a u s a t i v e  f a c t o r s  which lead to va r ious  
injuries .  More specifically, 1 a m  interested i n  the effects of 
body checking on t h e  players i n  Pee Wee. 1 real ize  t h i s  is 
p r e s e n t l y  a c o n t r o v e r s i a l  t o p i c  among Canadian Amatuer Hockey 
Assoc ia t ion ,  and 1 hope my study can f u r t h e r  clarify t h e  issue. 
To retrieve t h e  e s s e n t i a l  data, 1 am t u r n i n g  t o  you and your 
hockey a s s o c i a t i o n ,  and a s k i n g  for cooperat ion and effort. I hope 
to u t i l i z e  approximately 5 teams i n  both Quebec and Ontario, i n  
each of  the major Atom, minor ~ e e  Wee, major P e e  W e e ,  and minor 
Bantam leagues.  These teams al1 need t o  be of t h e  AAA c a l i b r e ,  and 
should  be spread out throughout  t h e  province so as to get t h e  most 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  sample of  t h e  s t y l e  of  hockey a t  t h i s  level .  It w i l l  
n o t  matter where the teams are located .  1 am asking for your 
coopera t ion  i n  providing m e  w i t h  s e v e r a l  names and phone numbers of  
coaches and/or teams that would f i t  t h e  c r i t e r i o n .  
~ o l l o w i n g  your approva l ,  1 w i l l  provide each team with ample 
injury r e p o r t  forms that are deçigned for easy a p p l i c a t i o n  each 
t i m e  a player  on the team s u s t a i n s  an in ju ry .  1 have enclosed a 
sample of a r e p o r t  form which I w i l l  use t o  c o l l e c t  the a a t a .  The  
cornpletion of a r e p o r t  fonn should  n o t  inconvenience t h e  coaching 
staff a s  it w i l l  on ly  t a k e  a couple  minutes t o  finish. 
1 greatly appreciate your  time and coopera t ion ,  and if there 
are any ques t ions  r ega rd ing  t h e  study, p l e a s e  feel free t o  cal1 
c o l l e c t  at (416 )  344-7471 d u r i n g  t h e  summer months, o r  at (807) 
577-8796 dur ing the schoo l  year. Also, you may c o n t a c t  me, o r  
leave a message via D r .  I a n  Newhouse a t  Lakehead Unive r s i t y  a t  
( 8 0 7 )  343-8074. 
Thank you, 
Wade Wiggins, HBPhed 
D r .  Ian Newhouse, PhD 
E H E  
u n a h  PTE 5E I 
S I T Y  
School of Physiai Ednacion and AthIeücr 
Dear Coaching Staff, 
My name is Wade Wiggins and I am a graduate student at 
Lakehead University in Thunder Bay, Ontario. My area of interest 
lies in preventative sports medicine which is the reason for this 
letter. 
The mast'er l s thes 1s which 1 am working on, i n  conj  unction with 
D r .  Ian Newhouse, is concerned with injuries in minor hockey. 1 
am interested in the causative factors which lead to various 
injuries. More specifically, I am interested in the effects of 
body checking on the players in Pee Wee. 1 realize this is 
presently a controversial topic arnong Canadian Amateur Hockey 
~ssociation, and 1 hope my study can further clarify the cebating 
issue. 
To retriave valuable data for ny thesis, 1 am turning to you, 
the coaching staff, and asking for your cooperation and effort. 1 
wish to use your team as subjects  in the study, however, their 
participation will only require them to play the game that they 
en j oy . 
1 have spoke with the President of your hockey organization 
and they have agreed to let me record injuries occurring with your 
team for the entire season if you are willing to cooperate. The 
commitment 1 am requesting of you, as the coaching staff, is to 
dedicate one individual (ie. the trainer) who will be responsible 
for completing the  supplied i n j u r y  report forms. Please indicate 
on the phone list who this individual will be. The injury report 
forms have been produced so that recording should only take a 
matter of minutes. To maintain consistency throughout the study, 
the following information should be familiar t o  the recorder. 
For the purpose of this study, an injury is defined as Ita 
disability, trauma or disorder that is ice hockey related which 
causês a change i n  the normal, healthy state of an individual  and 
requires medical attention from a trainer and/or medical doctoP. 
Therefore, minor injuries (such as bruises) are of great importance 
to this study and should al1 be recorded. Any injury that draws 
the attention of the trainer, whether the player 'goes downt or 
not, should be recorded. 
A body check is defined as "a legal separation of the puck 
carrier from the puck by physical contact which is allowed in al1 
areas of the ice and may occur while travelling in opposite 
directionslt. It is important to note the difference between body 
checking and body contact, or collision, which is often the resu l t  
of the puck carrier and is n o t  usually intensional. 
A subjective measure is required from the recorder indicating 
the severity of the injury . T h i s  measure will reflect the amount 
of pain and discornfort t o  the player w i t h  a five-point scale: one 
is minimal, three  is bearable, and five is excruciating. 
The injury report forms need to be completed each t i m e  an 
i n ju ry  occurs in game action. T h i s  is to Say, recorded injuries 
should be those that occur only on the ice, and only in games. 
Accompanying this package, please f ind  enclosed: 
1. consent fom 
2 .  player profile 
3 .  phone list 
4.  - report f orms 
5 .  exposure to injury form 
6 ,  t w o  self-addressed envelopes 
If the recorder and team are willing to assist me i n  t h i s  
study, please  complete the consent form, player profile, exposure 
to i n ju ry  form, and phone list, and return them at the earliest 
date p o s s i b l e .  The larger, second envelope may be used to return 
completed i n ju ry  report fonns mid-season. A t  that time. 1 w i l l  
issue more report fonns and another return envelope to you. 
1 w i s h  to emphasize once more that this study will involve the 
players as subjects, but it w i l l  not require them' to do anything 
other than play their game. It will only take your cooperation and 
dedication for simply a couple of minutes after each game an i n j u r y  
O C C U ~ S  in. 
1 greatly appreciate your cooperation, and if there are any 
questions regarding the study, please feel free to call collect at 
(416) 344-7471 during the summer months, or at ( 8 0 7 )  577-8796 
during the school year. Also, a collect call message may be l e f t  
for rnyself v ia  D r .  Newhouse a t  the University at ( 8 0 7 )  343-8074 .  
Thank you, 
Wade Wiggins, HBPhed 
Dr. Ian Newhouse, PhD 
L A K E H E D  I - Y I Y E R S I T Y  
w Aod. Thunder &v. dnano. LM& PTE3 5Ef School of Phcicai Educatioa and Atbkcüs 
Telephone (807) 343-8544 
CONSENT FORM 
1 agree to record any i n j u r i e s  that are obtained 
roughout the year on the report foms provided f o r  me. 1 am aware that 1, 
i / o r  t h e  players, may be contacted for a telophone interview with the 
jearcher pertaining to any of t h e  i n j u r i e s .  
F u r t h e m o r e ,  I a m  aware that any infornation recordeà is confidential, 
:ilil1 be airailable to me upon request. Finally, 1 am a l s o  aware that my 




Thank you f o r  your time and cooperation. 
Wade Wiggins, HBPhed 
Dr. Ian Newhouse, PhD 
Appendix G 
PfsAYER PROFILE 
1. How many players are there on this team? 
2 .  How long is the playing season for this t e a m ?  From when to when? 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th week of to the 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th week of 
Approximately how many games per regular season (once CAHA 






~ximately how many players turn out for each game? 
Approximately how many hours a week does the team practice 
during the season? 
6 .  Approximately how many players turn out f o r  each practice? 
7 .  Approximately how many hours of dryland/off-ice training does 
this team have prior to beginning the season? 
. - -- 
Mean Hours of Practice per Week 
Age Level 
10 and 11 12 and 13 14 and 15 
- - -  - -  - 




10 and 11 12 and 13 14 and 25 
M(SD) - - M (SD) 




10 and 11 12 and 13 14 and 15 













Total Ontario Quebec 
(n = 120) (n = 63) (n = 57) 
n % n % n % 
Appendix K: Location of Body Checkhg Injuries 
Total Injuries Ontario Quebec 
(n = 124) (II = 66) (n = 58) 
n % n % n % 
HEAD 
Head 15 12.1 8 12.1 7 12.1 
JawKhin 2 1.6 - - 2 3.4 
NeckLïhroat 2 1.6 2 '3.0 - - 
Nose 1 0.8 1 1.5 - - 
Mouth 2 1.6 1 1.5 1 1.7 
TOTAL 22 17.7 12 19.4 10 17.9 
BODY 
Abdomen 6 4.8 4 6.1 2 3.4 
Chest 4 3.2 1 1.5 3 5.2 
Hip/Pelvis 5 4.0 1 1.5 4 6.9 
Lower Back 8 6.5 3 4.5 5 8.6 
Ribs 5 4.0 4 6.1 1 1.7 
Taiibone 5 4.0 4 6.1 1 1.7 
TOTAL 33 26.6 17 27.4 16 28.6 
LEG 
Adde 2 1.6 1 1.5 1 1.7 
Groin 2 1.6 1 I .5 1 1.7 
Knee 16 12.9 11 16.7 5 8.6 
U P P ~ ~  Leg S 4.0 3 4.5 2 3.4 
TOTAL 25 20.2 16 25.8 9 16.1 
ARM. 
Ebow 7 5.6 4 6.1 3 5.2 
Foream 1 0.8 - - 1 1.7 
Hand 3 2.4 2 3 .O I 1.7 
Shouider 21 16.9 9 13.6 12 20.7 
UPP= Anln 1 0.8 - - 1 1.7 
Wrist 5 4.0 2 3 .O 3 5.2 
TOTAL 38 30.6 17 27.4 21 37.5 
Appendk L: Four Measurements of Severity for Body Checkhg InjUTies 
h o u n t  of Pain and Discodort to the Injured Plaver 
Total Ontario Quebec 
Lkrt Scale Rating (n= 120) (n = 65) (n = 55) 
Tune Loss From Hockey Due to Injury 
Total Ontario Quebec 
(n= 123) (n = 66) (n = 57) 
Minor 45 36.6 33 50.0 12 21.1 
Moderate 40 32.5 15 22.7 25 43.9 
Major 28 22.8 15 22.7 13 22.8 
Sevkre 10 8.1 3 4.5 7 12.3 
School Davs Missed Due to Iniurv 
Totai Ontario 
(n= 1 16) (n = 59) \-- 
n % n % n 







Total Ontario Quebec 
(n= 124) (n = 66) (n = 58) 
n % n % n % 







l , Type of Game 
preseamn (1 1 1) 13 10.5 6 9. f 7 12.1 
league (6 14) 64 51.6 35 53 .O 29 50.0 
tournament (265) 30 24.2 17 25.8 13 22.4 
post-seas~n (190) 14 11.3 6 9.1 8 13.8 
other 3 2.4 2 3 .O 1 1.7 
l MAGE EVALUATION 
TEST TARGET (QA-3) 
APPLIED IMAGE. lrrc 
1653 East Main Street - -. , Rochester. NY 14609 USA 
Phone: 71 W48~-03OO --  F a  71 6/288-5989 
O 1993. Appiied Image. lm. AN Righrs Raierved 
